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Library Project Description Amount 
Requested 

Recommended 
Award Amount 

Rhinecliff “A handsome and welcoming Library entrance - safe, accessible and 
historically preserved.” 

$15,800 $2,694 

Garrison “Create a Reading Garden and ADA-accessible paths to enhance use of 
grounds and educate the public about natural habitats and sustainable 
initiatives.” 

$62,018 $20,776 

Pawling “Alteration of library spaces to improve safety.” $9,319 $2,376 

Claverack* “Library improvements will expand hours of access, increase accessibility for 
the elderly and frail, conserve energy, and enhance community safety.” 

$52,094 $17,451 

Milton* “Engineer and install new electrical, mechanical, and architectural features 
essential to the functioning of our new staff and children's area.” 

$54,375 $13,866 

Valatie “Library must purchase new furnace to maintain healthier environment for 
staff and patrons: no negative impact will occur; match funds are available.” 

$2,550 $2,500 

Brewster “Audiovisual infrastructure and equipment, millwork cabinets, and amenities 
for the new Program Room.” 

$34,487 $5,880 

LaGrange “The LaGrange Association Library is relocating to an expanded physical 
plant in which to operate in the long term and be fully ADA compliant.” 

$301,351 $76,845 

Philmont* “Foundational and structural rehabilitation and upgrades.” $93,885 $23,941 

East Fishkill “Replace HVAC system; improve fresh air mix; install UV lights for health, 
safety, comfort benefits; see energy savings from high efficiency 
equipment.” 

$44,174 $11,264 

Esopus* “The Town of Esopus Library will install a digital sign near Rt. 9W to indicate 
the location of the library and its program offerings.” 

$27,825 $4,744 

Pleasant Valley “The historic Library was devastated by fire and this project will both 
renovate and expand the sq. ft in order to incorporate community needs.” 

$948,256 $317,664 

Hyde Park “This project will improve the efficiency of lighting and windows, create 
more flexible program space, and allow easier accessibility in the library.” 

$76,250 $25,544 

 
*Meets the MHLS definition for an economically disadvantaged community thereby decreasing their match requirement 

 


